Your source
for

YOUR MESSAGE
At INTLINGO, we understand the importance of accurately conveying
your message to customers and clients-especially across language
barriers. Our linguists maintain the highest standards of precision
in the industry, with zero tolerance for error, while giving careful
attention to linguistic and cultural nuance.
YOUR INDUSTRY
Our team members are not only highly-trained native language
experts but also qualified subject specialists with relevant

For more than 20 years, INTLINGO's global

professional experience. INTLINGO's areas of specialization include

network of language experts has delivered

finance, law, marketing and corporate communications, and various

the highest-quality translation and

technical sectors.

multilingual services available to professionals and businesses in Hong Kong,

YOUR PEACE OF MIND

mainland China and around the world.

INTLINGO's long list of discerning clients includes top-tier law firms,
major financial institutions and insurance companies, blue-chip
corporations and Fortune-500 companies. Contact us and let's
discuss how INTLINGO can solve your organization's specific challenges.
OUR RESOURCES
Based in Hong Kong and with offices in Beijing, Shenzhen, Wuhan and
New York, INTLINGO Holdings Ltd includes four esteemed language
solution providers (lntLingo HK, Diners, GFS and HK Legal) with nearly
70 years of combined experience. Our vast network of in-house and
in-country specialists have expertise in virtually any language pairing,
and our global reach enables INTLINGO to offer 24/7/365 customer
support, ensuring seamless, on-time delivery of your project.

Our
Services

Multilingual Translation

Transcription

Copywriting

Content Creation and Management

Editing

Desktop Publishing

Interpretation

Multimedia Production

Our
Specializations
INTLINGO's language professionals are among the most highly-trained and technologically-savvy specialists in the industry,
keeping abreast of the latest developments in IT, software, knowledge assets and Al to offer cutting-edge language services
in a variety of sectors:

FINANCIAL

LEGAL

INTLINGO is known for flawless translation and project

INTLINGO is the language partner of choice for top law

management of IPO prospectuses, annual reports,

practices and professionals in Hong Kong. Our expertise

financial statements and more. The global deployment

encompasses contracts, DMCs, depositions, arbitration and

of our offices ensures a reliable backup system and

litigation documents in civil law, commercial law, criminal law

preparedness for any local contingency.

and other fields. Our extensive cross-border legal knowledge
bank, corpus collection and glossaries guarantee top-notch

• Comprehensive knowledge of regulatory standards

deliverables.

• Large team of in-house linguists
• Confidentiality and IT security

• Linguists with legal expertise to match each client project

• Continuous 24/7/365 project support

• Razor-sharp precision and attention to detail
• Rapid turnaround for tight deadlines

CORPORATE COMMUNICATIONS & PUBLIC RELATIONS

TECHNICAL SECTORS

Having built productive long-term relationships with

Our technical team has broad experience translating precise

numerous major corporate clients in Hong Kong and

technical materials such as user manuals and service

abroad, we understand the importance of clear,

instructions in a variety of sectors including automotive,

effective communications within your own organization,

aviation, chemical engineering, telecommunications,

to your partners and to your customers. Whether you

information technology, and life science.

need to clarify your company mission and values,
develop employee training materials, increase brand

• Precise, clear, consistent and technically-accurate translations

recall through catchy slogans and campaigns, or design

• Rigorous protection of client knowledge assets

press releases that pack a punch, our experts can help
you transcend language barriers with ease.
• One-stop source for internal and external corporate

READY FOR A WORLD-CLASS
LANGUAGE PARTNER?

communications solutions
• Dedicated project manager for each account

For a free consultation, visit our website and

• Strict confidentiality and full regulatory compliance

contact the INTLINGO office nearest you.

